COLOUR ME HAPPY

A colouring book designed by TTS to help children relax and most importantly smile.
Welcome to our TTS colouring book where children can focus on the present moment with simple yet detailed colouring pages that require mindful concentration to finish. Each page will feature some of our most favourite TTS developed resources and positive quotes to inspire young minds.

This colouring book was designed to help children relax and most importantly smile. Whether the colouring in is good or bad, amazing or terrible, there is no right or wrong way to colour in our pages. We want our TTS colouring book to be a form of self-expression without judgement being made.
We are all in this together
You are AMAZING, you are BRAVE, you are STRONG.
Sand and Water Table
It's cool to be kind
Always believe you can!
Rechargeable Easi-Torches
SC00117
You are capable of amazing things
Outdoor Balls

PE00011
Don’t forget to smile today
COLOUR ME HAPPY

Giving every child, every day, a reason to love learning!